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Christine TAN appointed Senior Vice President Sales and Marketing
APAC at FASTBOOKING

FASTBOOKING, leading provider of e-commerce solutions for
the hospitality market, is pleased to announce the
appointment of Christine Tan as Senior Vice President Sales
and Marketing APAC. FASTBOOKING confirms its dynamism
and involvement in the APAC region.
Christine TAN’s strong knowledge of the international hospitality market will be key in
providing hoteliers the best solutions to drive their brand visibility and increase their
revenues.
“I am excited to join the team. APAC has always been and will always be essential to
FASTBOOKING’s growth. We will keep on providing the best tools, best strategies and
best support to our clients and partners. Today’s challenges are tomorrow’s successes.
That’s how I think and work. It’s a demanding motto I’m pleased to share with
FASTBOOKING and our hoteliers.” says Christine Tan.
Prior to joining FASTBOOKING, Christine was VP Sales Asia Pacific for Trust. Aware of
hotels’ realities since she was Director of International Reservation System/Revenue
Management for ANA Hotels International, she also developed a strong sense of business
efficiency as Director of Business Development Americas, VP Service Delivery ASPAC and
then VP Sales & Account Management for Pegasus Solutions.
“Christine’s long experience and deep knowledge of the hospitality sector are highly
valued for FASTBOOKING. Her commitment to grow the company and our hoteliers’
incomes is complete. We share a daily goal: providing our customers with the cuttingedge solutions they deserve to face the constantly moving and highly competitive
hospitality sector.”, adds Pierre-Charles Grob, Managing Director for FASTBOOKING Asia.

FASTBOOKING offers leading edge products and services to hotels willing to develop a direct sales strategy.
In an optimal support, FASTBOOKING offers tailor-made strategies in order to maximize performances and improve independence.
FASTBOOKING employs 200 people worldwide (8 offices: Paris, New-York, Venice, New-Delhi, Singapore, Beijing, Bangkok and Tokyo) who,
each day, serve its 8000 clients.
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